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X Daniel Romero,
of Folsom, Union
less message to the New York X county, a notary public.
Who Pays the Taxes.
Times from Captain Dowd of X
In Eddy county, the railroads pay
the Royal Mail steamer Trent X
says that the Trent picked up X only ten per cent of the taxes. Of the
Wellman and crew of the air- - X 1910 assessment, 34.45 per cent is on
ship America this morning. X agricultural lands and improvements;
The airship has been aban- - X 19.61 per cent on city lots and imdoned. The rescue was made X provements; 10.31 cattle; 9.73 railin latitude 35.45, longitude 68. X roads; 7.48 grazing lands and improvements; 4.50 merchandise; 3.28 horses
and mules, 3.12 banks; 2.03 sheep and
Distance Record Broken.
goats; 1.43 household goods, etc.;
o'clock
8
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18.
New York, Oct.
-
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this morning marked two days since
the last word came from the air ship
America off the fog banks of Nantucket island. If the airship Is able
to mtaintain its course she will today
be off Sable island about 900 miles
from starting point, exceeding the
Zeppelin distance record of 850 miles.
Four steamers reported by wireless to
Sable island this morning without information of the dirigible. A number
of other steamers will be in the same
locality the next day or two. Reports
from the North Atlantic show clear
weather with a northeast gale. The
prevailing hurricane on the southern
coast is not expected .to have any effect on the North Atlantic for some
days if at all.
Assistance Too Late.
New York, Oct. 18. President Taft
sent a telegram from Ellis. Island to
the navy department in Washington
today giving the department authority
in the Wellman matter. The President asked that an inquiry be made
as to the siutation and whatever assistance is necessary will be render-
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Boston, MaBs., Oct. IS. Charles S.
Hamlin, one of the aspirants for the
Democratic nomination for governor
withdrew at noon. This leaves Fred-cricW. Mansfield, of Boston, as the
regular nominee who was nominated
with the understanding that he would
withdraw before 5 p. m. Thursday.
Congressman Eugene X. Foss already
has taken out nomination papers as a
"Progressive Democrat," but Mans
In 1308 Dr. Skeen decided to move field lias stated he will not withdraw-to New Mexico and located in Artesia, in favor of Foss.
where he has been practicing mediSHERMAN
cine ever since. Dr. Skeen has taken
IS OUTSPOKEN.
an active interest in the affairs of his
Drunk
town where he was appointed presi-- : Rails Against
"Demagogues
With Their Own Conceit"
dent of the school board.
Aimed at Roosevelt.
Dr. Skeen has devoted his life to
the practice of his chosen profession.
Chicago, 111., Oct. 18. In the gold
He has, however, taken a keen interroom of the Congress hotel, in the
est in political affairs as every man
presence of a distinguished assembly.
ought to do, and it was that rugged
James S. Sherman unhonesty and straightfordward man- corked his wrath
against the leader of
ner peculiarly characteristic of North "new
nationalism." He named no
Carolinalans, that doubtless brought names, but what he said was
blisterhim the honor of being one of the hunand nobody expected the wallops
dred men who will write the constitu- ingat came.
Here are some of his
tion for a new state.

E SUICIDE

Incorporation papers were filed
day in the office of Territorial SecreSAN AUGUST!
tary Nathan Jaffa by the Vermejo Coal
and Coke Company of Alamogordo,
Otero county, which will operate in
Colfax county. The capitalization is Inspects
the Immigration Entire Business Section Cov
$25,000 divided into 250 shares and
the
ered With Rushing Sea
Largest in the
the paid up capital $2,000. The in- Station,
ed.
C.
F.
are:
and
directors
corporators
Waters
Today
Country
A Wrong Tip.
Searle, 1 share; John Franklin, 1
Kansas City, Oct. 18. That Walter share; Vance Stewart, 1 share, all of
Wellman will succeed in his attempt- El Paso; W. A. Hawkins. 11 shares,
ed voyage across the Atlantic in his of Three Rivers, and G. M. Hanson, HAS A POLITICAL CONFERENCE HIGHEST STORM IN 16 YEARS
balloon "America," is the opinion of 16 shares, of Dawson.
his brother, Robert A. Wellman, a
Situation in New York Is Felt to Wind and Waves Are StillRising
paperhanger in this city. "He is the STRIKE ON IRON
most cautious man in the world,"
Be Very Grave for Re-.- ..
Grave Fears for City's
MOUNTAIN ROAD.
said Robert, speaking of his younger
publicans
Safety,
not
brother, Walter." "If Walter is
Unless Settled By Thursday There
afraid to start he will finish all right
Will Be General Sympathy Walk
New York, Oct. 18. President Taft
St. Augustine, Fla., Oct. 18. The enbecause he never took a chance in his
Out on System.
life."
made his proposed trip to the Ellis tire business section of St. Aueustine
18.
PracLittle
Oct.
Rock,
Ark.,
Entire Crew Saved.
island immigration station today. The was flooded with rushing sea water toevery union employe in the
New York, Oct 18. The report of tically of the Iron Mountain
President expected to meet a number day while wind and waves are still
railroad of
shops
men of prominence during his trip rising. Water is pouring over the
Wellman
that
Dowd
indicates
Captain
here and Sedalia, Missouri, will walk
and his crew were picked up at a out in sympathy with the striking ma- and some politicians in all probability sea wall from the highest storm tide
in sixteen years. It is feared it will
point about 150 miles due east of Cape chinists unless the demands of the will be among them to discuss the poCatteron on the New Foundland coast. men are met at noon today. According litical situation of New York which is sweep high over the entire city.
Florida Cut Off From World.
A wireless received by a local agency to the strike leaders about 4,000 will felt to be very grave for the Republireads: "At 5 a. m. sighted Wellman's be affected. The machinists demand cans.
Jacksonville, Fla., Oct. 18. With
the entire Florida peninsula south of
airship in distress. Signals by the a nine hour day and have been out
After since May.
the line from Tampa on the Gulf coast
Morse code ask assistance.GRUESOME FIND BY BOYS
three hours of maneuvering and fresh
NEAR FARMINGTON. to St. Augustine on the Atlantic, cut
Strike Postponed.
oft from communication with the outwinds blowing, got Wellman with the
St. Louis, Oct. 18. The proposed
entire crew and cat. All well."
general strike of the mechanical Decomposed Remains of Henry Parr side world since six last night, when
Wellman in Washington.
the wind's velocity varied from 70 to
trade employed by the Missouri Paof Pagosa Springs, Colorado,
Walter Wellman is regarded as one cific and Iron Mountain systems call90 miles per hour, and was accomFound at Foot of Cliff.
of the ablest newspaper- - correspond- ed for today was postponed
until
panied by an
barometric
ents in Washington which teems with Thursday by James O'Connell, presi18. Monday eve- change, the effect of the West Indian
Oct.
Farmington,
the brightest scribes of the country. dent of the Machinists union today.
ning about sundown some boys driv- hurricane on the trucking and fruit
He has been regarded by many as a General Manager
Sullivan assured ing sheep from the bluffs on the south growing belt is a matter of conjecture.
"great Wellman advertiser" because O'Connell by telegraph that a settle- side of the San Juan river discovered That the property damage is heavy
of the large number of daring feats ment will be reached by Thursday.
the body of a dead man. They noti- is indicated by a brief bulletin receiv
Mr. Wellman mapped out for himself
fied Mrs. Eldredge of their find who ed. Conservative estimates place the
on paper, but never accomplished.
JOSE GALVIN FOUND GUILTY
in turn notified G. C. Bero and Coro loss to orange growers at a million
Still Mr. Wellman has his friends in
OF HORSE STEALING. ner Fay. These two, in company dollars.
"
Washington and not the least of these
Jose
Galvin,
arraigned in court at with J. S. Skaggs went over late that
of
the
telephone.
is the great inventor
before
Raton
Abbott on the night to look at the body and take MISSION PLANT AMONG
Judge
Dr. Alexander Graham Bell, but even
ZUNIS AND NAVAJOS.
to let charge of horse stealing has been steps for its disposal. They found it
Dr. Bell was frank enough
in a bad state of decomposition, the
WeUman know that he regarded his found guilty by the Jury of having unface
from
but
entirely gone,
alleged plan of going to the north lawfully appropriated a horse belong- lettersbeing
found in the pocket, and other . Grand Rapids, Mich., Oct. 18. Revs.
and Company last
H. Beets and M. Van Vessen pastors
pole in a balloon as "an extremely ing to Springe
June. The jury was out for one hour. evidence, concluded that it was the in the Christian Reformed denomina
hazardous enterprise."
of
of
Parr
body
Springs
Pagosa
Henry
Said a Santa Fean who heard Well- Trinidad Ortiz, about 19 years of age,
who came here several weeks ago to tion, have issued a report of their
man speak at a banquet given by the who was indicted for forging a railrecent trip to tne mission post in
buy sheep.
few
a
road
withdrew
of
National Geographical Society
his plea
pay check,
was in Farmington on the New Mexico. According to this re
Mr.
'
Parr
the
has
strong not guilty and plead guilty. Sentence first
years ago: "Wellman
of the fair and then went port, the Rehoboth mission among the
face of an explorer and he is certain- of one year was imposed and suspend- out day
to Simpson's trading post. He left Zuni and Navajo Indians is at present
ly keen, clever and daring newspaper ed during good behavior.
there on the afternoon of the 26th m a flourishing condition. Between
man. He has been criticised by men
and that was the last seen of him. He 30 and 40 Navajo children find shelter
in his own profession on the ground
at that time that he did in the mission home, and are supportcomplained
what
too
much
about
that he 'blew'
not know the road and that he was ed by the various Christian Reformed
IN
he would do, instead of taking the
blind after dark. On the 27th some cnurches.
more delicate tactics of a Cook in tellIndians reported to Mrs. Eldredge
accom'had'
Miss Cecia Hartzog, assisted by four
he
the
world
what
ing
that they had seen a white man's pony other
acto
have
or
was
supposed
plished
which was later identified
as Mr. sical ladies, takes care of the phyWellman is to be concomplished.
and the Reverends
near
where
the
the
Parr's,
spot
body Brink departments,
gratulated however in possessing such
and Frying look to spiritual
was
was
bridle
later
found.
The
hang
'
an amiable wife as Mrs. Wellman who
development,
including education .
has a 'sense of humor,- that enabled Secured With Little Trouble ing over the horse's head.
the
grammar
catechism classschool,
At
was
the
the
body
point where
her to tell a correspondent who asked "
found the cliff is probably 40 feet es, etc.
After But Three
if she did not think Wellman would
During the visit of Revs. Beets and
high. It is the. opinion of Fay and
risk his life in attempting to go to
Mr.- Parr, having wan Van Vessen a new hospital was dediChallenges
that
Skaggs
the north pole: 'Oh, we do not expect
dered off the trail late at night, got cated. The building had been erected
that it will prove a pleasure outing
off and led his horse while he was near Gallup, N. M., not far from the
for Mr. Wellman.'
DOCTOR PLEADED NOT GUILTY looking for the road and unwittingly old
Rehoboth
mission
building.
The Wellman residence in Washingwalked off the cliff, meeting instant About two years ago the first steps
ton is the scene of many interesting
death. Others are of the belief that were taken to obtain an institution
gatherings of scientists, newspaper
men and explorers. On the floors are Edith Clara Leneve, the Acces- Mr. Parr met with foul play, claiming of this kind. But the first great obthat the Indians who saw the horse stacle was the high cost of the edifice
sory, Not in Court
many beautiful polar bear rugs and
knew all the time that the body was as originally
whether Wellman shot them or not
planned. When a smaller
..Today.
under the cliff nearby. A thorough building had been proposed and a bid
were
good advertisements of his
they
investigation will be made and if mur- of a Gallup contractor accepted, time
proposed polar trip."
London, Oct i8. Dr. Hawhey H. der was committed steps will be tak- proved that the
gentleman who took
Crippen was today put on trial for his en to catch and punish the guilty par the contract was unable to carry it
NINE BALLOONS CROSS
ties.
The
bad
state
in
a
body being
LAKE MICHIGAN. life, charged with' the murder of Cora
out. At last, however, a firm of Minof decomposition, was treated with
Belle Crippen, the American actress, chloride of lime
and embalming fluid neapolis, was secured to erect the
St. Louis, Mo., Oct. 18. One bal- known to the
as Belle El- and covered over until a son of the de- plant. A steam heat plant was added
profession
to it.
loon, the Million Club, entered in the more. The Jury is a
typical body of ceased arrived from Pagosa Springs.
international race, landed near Ra- mlddlis class tradesmen
The dedication of the hospital was
and clerks, He had the remains shipped to his
cine, Wis., this morning and nine oth- secured .with but little trouble, objec home in Pagosa.
witnessed, besides the two pastors
ers are crossing or have crossed Lake tions having been made in but three
visiting, by four Presbyterian clergyMichigan. The balloons left here yes- cases. Crippen pleaded not guilty.
Will Ship Sheep Delegate - B. F. men. The institution is, according to
terday afternoon in a race for the Edith Clara Leneve, the doctor's typ- Pankey will on Friday load twenty- these ministers, the best equipped
James Gordon Bennett cup and prizes ist, who was indicted as an accessory five cars of sheep at Lamy for ship- - mission plant among the Indians of
j
after the fact, was not In court today. memi .10- ims. . rancn in Kansas.
of $4,750.
...
the southwest.
to-
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INTERESTING MUDDLE

.

This Leaves Two Candidates to Chicago Goes Down by Score
of 9 to 3 Before
of
Oppose
Quakers.
Draper.

Dr. M. P. Skeen, who is a deWa to
from Eddy county in the constitution
al convention, is a native of Xorth
Carolina where he was born in 1871.
He studied in the schools in Randolph
county and was graduated from the
Mount Gllead high school in Mont
gomery county.
He then attended a medical college,
the first year in Baltimore and the
other two years in Richmond, Va.,
where he was graduated of the Medical College of Virginia.
In 1897 Dr. Skeen decided to come
west and located in Wapanucka, Indian Territory, where be practiced
firmer tendency," while considerable medicine for ten years. He was elect
Measured "Streams.
The ed mayor of the town, and held other
Wyoming found market
Hydrographer J. B. Stewart has re- demand for fleece wools lately.
continues offices.
turned from a stream measurement rather
quiet.
which

JURY

Game

Douglas, Ariz., Oct. IS. Pursued by
rurales and special officers, three
Mexican
bandits who raided the
Lucky Tiger mine last Thursday and
escaped with $10,000 of high grade
silver ore, surrendered yesterday and
were placed in jail at Nacozari. For
DR. M. P. SKEEN
four days the robbers had gone with- Delegate to the Convention From Edd y
County and a Well Known Physician
out food or rest, and they were glad
to give up.

WINS AGAIN

Frederick Mansfield Refuses Rolls Up Six Runs in Seventh
to Withdraw in Favor
Inning of Exciting

the boldest ever perpetrated in this
region. The bandits, with a pack train
of twelve burros appeared at the
wagons, implements and harness .82; mine, loaded their animals with 25
all other classes 3.64.
sacks of ore and drove away before
More Loss in Population.
the men at the mine realized what
Two more Democratic counties have was happening. All the ore was re
lost in population according to school covered.
census just received: . Luna county
whose school population has declined LOCAL WOOL MARKET
IS PICKING UP.
from 1278 last year to 1207 this year,
and Sierra county, whose school popu
Boston, Oct. IS. The local wool
lation is 1368 against 1380 last year.
San Juan county shows an increase market is taking a decidedly better
but only of 25, for its school popula aspect. The principal feature has
tion this year is 1877 against 1852 last been the long sale of South Dakota
spring wools with values showing a
year.

he visited all the
trip during
stations in San Juan and Taos counties. Everywhere. ;he found the flow
abnormally low. rr-

PHILADELPHIA

IS APPARENT
Rural Population of Illinois,
Indiana and Ohio Is
Falling Off

"We shall progress regardless of
the harangers of demagogues drunk
with their own conceit.
"The future depends not upon arrogant dictators.
"They may bluster, but they merely
bark at the heels of progress.
"The spirit of unrest and developments toward anarchy are largely due
to the crazy conceit and the dictation of demagogues.'
"True virtue is not a matter of
money of social rank, certainly not of
noisy pretense of harangues on the
It does not bluster. It Is
hustings.

taught at the mother's knee better
than in excited crowds.
"Thus the reliance of free instituthe common people. Their
Drift to the West Is Also B!a- - tions is ontheir
thought,
sense, their convictions,
med for Loss of
must control society and government
They will heed advice, warning, re- People.
DuKe, appeal; out they spurn comof
Washington, D. C, Oct. 18. The mand, compulsion, the insolence
census for the state of Illinois, an dictation.
"Doubtless sneering cynics and critnouncement of which will reach here
soon, will show a decrease of rural ics have their use in the benevolent
population according to the prediction scheme. They may bluster and bark,
of census officers, who likewise anti- but they are but episodes.
cipate a falling off in the rural popu
lation of Indiana and Ohio, and pos- ALLEGED MAIL ROBBER
sibly other middle western states. The
ARRESTED AT VAUGHN.
reasons given are that farm machinwhich
to
be
work
enables
ery
farming
Denver, Colo., Oct. 18. Believed to
ed without so much manual labor and
be one of the two bandits who robthe drift of the younger generation
to the new lands of the west. The bed the Great Northern express at
Rondo, Mont., September 12, 1907,
natural cily drift is also an element. Charles
McDonald, was arrested at
CENSUS

STARTLING

FACTS

e
Vaughn, Guadalupe county, by
RUMSEY MEETS
Inspector Earl Smith of the DenWITH BAD ACCIDENT. ver office. Shortly after the robbery,
in which $40,000 was secured, mostly
His Left Jaw Bone is Broken By Crow in registered mail, McDonald and Ed
Smith, alias Frank Hauser, were arBar With Which He Tried to
and J1.200 of the booty recovrested
Stop Freight Train.
ered. The pair escaped from jail at
Helena.
Smith was caught at
Special to the New Mexican.
Minn., convicted and sentServilleta, N. M., Oct. 18. In his ef- enced to life imprisonment at Fort
McDonald eluded fedforts to assist a freight crew stop a Leavenworth.
freight car which was running down eral officers for more than two years.
His arrest followed the receipt of ingrade, U. S. Assistant Forester C. B formation
by W. E. Cochran, chief of
was
last
Rumsey
severely injured
the
Denver
postal inspection service.
his
left jaw being broken. He
night,
had placed a crow bar under one of
the car wheels and, the bar was hurl- COUNT TOLSTOI WAS
ed backward, striking Mr. Rumsey in UNCONSCIOUS SEVERAL HOURS.
the face. That he escaped with his
St. Petersburg, Oct. 18. Count Tollife was considered
remarkable by
stoi experienced a series of fainting
those who witnessed the accident.
was unconscious for
Suffering intense pain Mr. Rumsey spells today and
was taken to a house nearby and there several hours. This evening he is sail
He wa9 to be somewhat improved.
his wounds were dressed.
then placed on the first train for Denver where he will receive the best
medical attention in one of the large
E
Post-offic-

FORESTER

hospitals.

Mr. Rumsey is well known in Santa
Fe where he has often visited. He is
a brother-in-laof Forest Supervisor
Ross McMillan.
WENT TO JAIL TO
ESCAPE WIFE.
But Angry Spouse Followed Him and
Insisted Upon Occupying Same
Cell With Him.

1

COLORADO
DemoralizesTranscontinental
Telegraph Service in
the West

TIED
IIP
Denver, Colo., Oct. 18. Asking to TRAINS ARE ALSO
be locked up in the city jail that he
might escape a "panning" by his wife
who is twenty-fivyears younger than Idaho, Montana, Utah
he, H. C. Gill, a retired lumber dealWyoming Covered With
er, appeared at police headquarters.
Heavy Blanket
The wife accompanied him. "If my
husband wants to be a prisoner I will
Denver, Oct. 18. A heavy rain,
go with, him," Mrs. Gill told the desk
sergeant after her husband had Invit- which early this morning turned into
ed him to make him a prisoner. "He snow in the mountains
of eastern,
is wrong, but I am his wife. I will southern and western Wyoming, deremain with him."
When a patrol- moralized the transcontinental teleman led her husband off to jaiL Mrs. graph service for several hours and
Gill started to follow them. Another resulted in some delay to trains. The
Company
officer, however, took charge of her Western Union Telegraph
and placed her in the matron's quar- reported three miles of poles down
ters. There she refused to give her near Uintah, Utah, in Weber county.
name. The couple was sent to police The rain and snow fell clear into Idaheadquarters twice earlier during the ho, Colorado and Montana and is
evening after they had been found working eastward and is followed by
colder weather.
fighting on the street.
e

and

Philadelphia. Oct. U. Batteries
Coombs and Thomas for Philadelphia.
Brown am Kling for Chicago.
First.
With three men on bases, Zimmerman for Chicago made a sacrifice fly,
scoring one run. Philadelphia failed
to score.
Second.
Tinker's safe hit, Davis' error, but
doubled with Kling on latter's drive to
Collins. Brown thrown out at first.
Davis' long fly nipped, Murphy got
base on bnlls but one with Barry on
double No runs.
Third.
Base on balls and error by Davis
put two on bases. Davis caught pop
fly, Chance struck out and Zimmerman's line drive was nailed by Lord.
An error, a hit and Collin's doublo
scored Thomas and Lord.
Fourth.
With or.e cut, Tinker singled but
was put out on an attempted steal.
Kling struck out. With two out Barry
hit safe and took third on Thomas'
single, but Coombs fanned, retiring
the side. No runs.
Fifth.
Two fumbles by Coombs and baso
on balls placed three men on bases
with one out and Chance at bat. He
flew out to Murphy, who threw a beautiful ball to the plate catching Brown.
went
Collins, after Btealing second
homi; on Davis' single. Murphy was
thrown out, ending the inning with
Davis on second and Baker on third.
One run.
Sixth.
Zimmerman got his base on balls,
but was doubled at first by Stein-feldtfly. Tinker hit for two bases
into the crowd. King flew out.
Barry fanned, Thomas walked to
third on Coombs' single Strunke fanned for the third time. Lord fouled
out. No runs.
Seventh.
scored
Scherard doubled,
by
Chance's single. Brown struck out.
Shulte flew out and Zimmerman retired the side by forcing Chance out at
second. Ons run.
Collins walked: went to third when
Baker sinftied. Davis tirove ball in-- o
crowd soring Collins, putting Baker
on third. Murihy do.il.led in same direction, scoring Baker and Davis
Murphy to third on Barry's sacrifice
and scoring on Thomas' single.
Coombs out to Chance, unassisted.
Thomas scored on Strunke's double.
Scheckard muffed Lord's fly, Strunke
scoring. Lord caught stealing. Kling
to Tinker. Six Runs.
Eighth.
Steinfeldt doubled, Tinker popped
out. Kling walked.
Beaumont patted for Brown and fanned. Coombs
passed Schreckard; three left on
bases when Sculte popped to Coombs.
Richie pitching for Chicago.
Collins doubled, went to third on
Baker's out. Davis and Murphy out at
first. No runs.
Ninth Inning.
Hoffman singled Chance out at first.
Zimmerman doubled, scoring Hoffman.
Steinfeltd was thrown out. Tinker
walked. Kling forced Tinker. One
run.
The Score.
R. H. E.
3 9 3
Chicago
9 14 4
Philadelphia
's

ARIZONA CONVENTION
IS DOWN TO WORK.
Rules Adopted Will Prevent the Pigeon Holing of Any Proposition
Separate Schools for Sexes.
Phoenix, Ariz., Oct. IS. Eleven
piopositions were introduced In the
convention including three" for the Initiative and referendum, modeled after
the Oregon plan, requiring 10 and 5
One proposition
per cent, petitions.
by Judge Baker of Maricopa requires
a
majority to pass a
law in the legislature over the governor's veto. Another proposition pro
vides for separate schools for the
sexes.
Rules Meet With Favor.
The rules which have been adopted
by the constitutional convention meet
with general satisfaction and are unusually guarded In the provisions for
action on propositions proposed for
the constitution.
The previous question, which cuts off debate, shall not
be put unless seconded by three members.
The Routine.
Concerning the routine, which propositions pass through before being embodied in the constitution, it is provided that all matters Intended to be
a part of the constitution shall be read
In full the first time, and unless objected to referred to the committee
on printing and 500 copies printed.
Within two days the proposition
printed muBt be reported back to the
convention. It shall be read a second
time in full and then referred to th
proper committee. The committee is
given eight days, exclusive of the day
three-fourth-

s

Continued on Page Eight
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AGE TWC

dent of Taos and was well known DANDRUFF AND ITCH-INamong many of the older persons livSCALP YIELD TO
THE MILT ROUND UP.
ing here and much beloved by her
THIS TREATMENT
large circle of acquaintances.
Why
experiment
trying to drive the
Died on Train at Glorieta W. M. dandruff
MUSINGS.
germ from underneath the
who
had
of
Kansas
City,
I.ahines,
g
skin with greasy lotions or fancy
(From November Smart Set.)
when The Capital Pharmacy
The Age of Discretion is reached been at Albuquerque for his health,
when one has learned to he in- died at Glorieta, in this county, on will guarantee ZEMO
and ZEMO
Santa Fe train No. 2 yesterday. He SOAP to entirely rid the scalp of the
discreet discreetly.
The woman who wants to vote is an was aged 40 years and was
germ life that causes the trouble.
ZEMO and ZEMO SOAP can be
economic evil sne snows iaeu ox That he was dead was not discovered
for some tiine by the train hands but obtained in any city or town in
instinct for husbandry.
Not many men can do a good deed it seemed he knew he was dying for America and are recognized the best
and then think of something else he wrote the address of his wife and a and most economical treatment for
brother on a scrap of paper in his all affections of title skin or scalp
right away.
whether on infant or grown person.
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ABSTRACT REAL ESTATE INSURANCE
As a Protection lor yourself demand an Abstrac- t- )o you know whether
you have an absolute title to tLe property which vou now own?

Cas-and-

KERR'S!

State of Ohio, City of Toledo,

County. ss.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that
he Is senior partner of the firm of
F. J. Cheney & Co., doing business
and
in the City of Toledo, County
State aforesaid, and that said firm
will pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED
DOLLARS for each and every case of
Catarrh that cannot be cured by the
use of Hall's Catarrh Cure.
FRANK J. CHENEY,
Sworn to before mt and subscribed
in my presence, this 6th day of December, A. D., 1886.
A. W. GLEASON,
Notary Public.
(Seal)
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, and acts directly on the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Send for testimonials free.
F. .1. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Take. Hall's Family Pills for
Lucas
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fruit grower of Espanola.
sent to the committee in charge ofj
the exhibit of fruit in the I'. S. Bank
and Trust building, several boxes of
the beautiful and luscious fruit. These!
apples are to be exhibited for a fort- night or more to whet the appetites!
of passersby and then according
to!
Mr. Pollard's request, they are to be
sent over to the hall of representatives and distributed to the constitution makers.
There an be no doubt but that the
TOO
representatives of New Mexico
will accept the gift and have some apple dumplings made in case tne fruit
is not desired raw.
Whether or not Mr. Pollard wished
the gift to be symbolic of the brotherly love that should govern the deliberations of the constitution makers,
is not known but the apples will speak
for themselves.
I.. Pollard, a

UNITED STATES BANK

&

PERSONAL MENTION.

TRUST CO.

Judge H. L. Waldo has return el
from Las Vegas.
Miss Richie Seligman is confined to
her home with illness.
John Franklin, an attorney from El
Paso, Is at the Palace.
Miss Mabel Roberts Is confined to
her home with Illness.
District Attorney John E. Griffith is
a victor in the capital.
Dr. J.'H. Sloan and party return-1,this noon from a hunting trip.
.' Miss Aiita, Baca who has been ill,
Is 'reported to be much improved.
'
Delegate J. J. Aragon, of Lincoln
county, is registered at the Claire.
Dr. Thomas AfcCarthy, inspector for
the U. S. bureau of animal industry, is
I in Denver.
COLORADO GOLD DREDGING
W. M. Mathison, a dry goods
PAYS LARGE PROFITS.
man of New York City, is calling on
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Gold While Expenses Are Only
cia county merchant, is a visitor in
$100 Feasible in New Mexico.
the capital.
Mrs. Arthur Seligman will not bej
at home during the remainder of Oc- - Gold dredging, which is turning out
so much of the yellow metal as to
tober and in November.
Miss Madeline Mills, daughter ofj make an immense increase in the gold
Governor and Mrs. Mills, is seriously product of the world, is doing extremeA late number
ly well in Colorado.
ill at the executive mansion.
Former Territorial Treasurer Sam- of the Denver Post has the following
uel Eldodt and delegate from Rio Ar- in regard to the dredges at Breeken-ridge- :
riba county, is at the Palace.
The three gold placer dredging comMr. and Mrs. A. L. Grimshaw and
Miss Josie Grimshaw have gone to panies operating in Summit county
are each operating one boat this year
Salt Lake City to visit, friends.
ale ,nM
" MU,b,ttllo,y
National
Committeeman
Solomon
Luna is today receiving felicitations f,eilni"Ks- The No. 2 Bucyrus boat ot
,he Colorado Gold Dredgmg Company
upon his birthdav anniversary.
Rev. Father Plantard, parish priest ihas worked "leam for about half a
at Chaperito. is in Santa Fe. to spend !mi,e f,,ltht'r in Swan vall'y' ,b,s s,,a'
'son.
i
i. i.....!
j....- - uil uiiun:u
uumuesa.
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The Reliance boat is reported as
Sheriff Silviano Roibal, of Rio Arriba county, arrived yesterday from being in good pay gravel.
The Reilling boat of the French
Chamita and is registered at the
S. N'eustadt,
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Gulch Gold Mining Company is doing
W. G. ITaydon. member of the terri- business at the rate of producing
r
torial board of education, was here $1,000 worth of gold per twenty-foufrom Las Vegas and registered at the hours, and, as President H. J. Reilling
students of the
stated to the sixty-odPalace.
Colorado School of Mines, who visitSuperintendent of Public Instruc- ed the boat one
day last week as Mr.
tion Clark has gone to Las Vegas
on a hunting expedition with R. R. Reilling's guests, the boat is
through old ground that has
Larkin.
and drifted. In
Assistant Superintendent of Insur- already been washed
ance Peter A. M. Lienau has gone to a few weeks, when the boat turns uppay
the hills east of Santa Fe on a week's stream again and follows the richsome
streak through virgin ground,
hunting trip.
Modesto C. Ortiz, an attorney of, really big cleanups are expected.
The Buffalo Gold Placer
Mining
Albuquerque, Is In the city to attend
steam-shovthe meeting of the New Mexico Bar and Milling Company has its
at work in Salt Lick gulch,
Association today.
about eleven miles north of Brecken-ridg- e
Delegate C, R. Brice went to Lamy
and a mile and a quarter from
today to fneet his wife and daughter
shovel
who came up from Carlsbad for the the town of Dillon. The
runs on a standard gauge track and
constitutional convention.
Mrs. Max Nordhaus left Las Vegas digs and elevates about three cubic
of actual running
for Albuquerque, where she will be yards per minute
machine is excathe guest of her sister, Mrs. Louis time. The present
Ilfeld, for several weeks.
son a
machine, having a ca"J. E. Clark, territorial superintendfor handling six cubic yards
pacity
ent of public instruction, spent Sunday
per minute, is to be installed in the
In Las Vegas, as the guest of Mr. and
bedrock pit that is being opened by
Mrs. R. R..Larkin." Las Vegas Optic. the machine now on the ground. With
William H. Andrews,
delegate in the big machine,
washing screens,
New Mexico, left grizzlies, etc., added to the present
from
Congress
today for his home in Albuquerque af- - plant, all of the excavated material
iex spending a few days here visting will be thoroughly
washed
before
friends.
t
reaching the dump through the
Weather Observer C. E. Linney will
long flume in which the gold Is
leave tomorrow for Chicago where he saved by the use of Kingsbury vibraangle-bar- ,
will take a vacation of fifteen days. tory,
steel
cars
He will be maried in the Windy City riffles. A system of
with track, will take care of the coarse
on Saturday.
"Francis C. Wilson, of Santa Fe, at--l rock and boulders. Col. L. Kingsbury
torney for the Pueblo Indians, Is the president of the company, and
of Construction Oscar
spending a few days in the New Mex-- Superintendent
ico metropolis'-Albuquerqu- e
Morn H. Briggs, of Providence, R. I., express themselves as being well pleas
ing Journal.
ed with the values contained in the
Aire t. Rpnrlfnr Pptnno left
2.137 acres of good placer ground own- day morning for Denver where she led
Both of them
by the company.
will select stone markers for the Sanare daily at the property, pushing its
ta Fe Trail. She left here at 9:40 a.
development.
m. to take train No. 10.
,
Varen-naDr. Frederick M. Bishop, of
WILL HAVE FLOWERS
Italy, and who traveled extensiveGALORE IN SPRING.
arhi
Bronson
with
ly
Cutting,
Egypt
to
rived yesterday
spend some time
Druggist A. J. Fischer Has Laid Out
here as Mr. Cutting's guest.'
Beautiful Flowerbed and the
'
W.
solicitor for theEl
Bulbs Will Do the Rest.

Leather

and Mahogany Rockers

Rockers,

JUST

OF HEATERS

RECEIVED

CAR LOAD

A

AND RANGES.
RANGE IS
STRONGf STON EARTH.

THE MONARCH MALLEABLE
THE BEST AND

OR

IF YOU ARE IN NEED OF A RANGE

HEATER,
CARRY THE

BEST
THE

MARKET

ON

STOVES

WILSON

WE

THAT

REMEMBER

A

THE

HEATER

IS

THE BEST HEATER JUST AS SURE AS,
TAMER IS THE
LION
TEDOY
THE
MAN

BIGGEST

IN

THIS

COUNTRY.

POWERFUL

ARE

THEY

DURABLE AND

HEATERS,
ATTRACTIVE LOOKING

STOVES.

prin-

COME IN AND SEE FOR

YOURSELVES

and practical as to
make the Wilson the
greatest heater in the
world.

Chief among

these is the famous

THE SANTA FE
HARDWARE and

Hot Blast
Itown Draft

Claire.

Upholstered

WE HAVE

ciples, which are so
thoroughly efficient

--

HAND PAINTED CHINA,

To Buy Stoves

the heating power of
your coal. The result
will be the strongest of
all arguments why you
ought to own a Wilson
Hot Blast Heater. It is
constructed upon en

'

-

owisTh1 Time

Stop and figure out
how much money you
would save if you cut
your fuel bills right in
two, and still doubled

'

!

N. B

WILSON

through which all gases ge ttted
burned, eliminating all waste.

SUPPLY CO.

arc

d

Mission and Oak Dining Room Suits
Furniture Co.

Akers-Wagne- r

EXPERT EMBALMERS

the c.

DIRECTORS

FUNERAL

&

E. HARTLEY RfAL ESTATE CO
NEW MEXICO

SPRINGER,

raw lands,
under ditch, 840 00 to 75 00 per acre under cultivation
and highly improved, $60.00 to 8175.00 per acre. Ihese are
idealhoines ready for you.
Offers irrigated lands in tracts of all sizes,

Dry Farming Lands, $5.00

RANCHES,

We are prepared to locate settlers on goventerernment land. We have Irrigation men
are
prises, needlns capital. Moneyed
Invited to correspond with us.

RANCHES,
LARGE
AND
SMALL

IF YOU NEED ANYTHING

H

MEW MEXICO,

120-to-

$20.00 per acre

to",

LET US

HER

LARGH!

AND
SMALL.
FROM YOU,

j

Works
Shawgo s Parisian Cleaning and Dye
OL4A.N ANYTHING SATISFACTION
fJEW MANAGEMENT- TREAT M ENTEQU

j

GUAR-ANTEE-

PMENT-COURTE-

j

Hats Made New.

Gentlemen's

420-foo-

ALL THE

CHIdrens Dresses Cloaks

NEW

SHAPES & TRIMMINGS

MAKERS HAVE REACHED A POINT
WHERE THEY TURN OUT DREiE
WHICH RI
FOR THE LITTLE
VAL THOJE OF THEIR ELDERi IN
PERFECTION OT .STYLE AND FINIJH.
MANY FABRICS ARE REPRESENTED
IN OUR .SHOWING. SOME ARE ELABORATE OTHERS PLIAN.

JUST RECEIVED

If Its Anything in

HATS, VEILS etc.
See Us First
MISS A MUGLER.
j

The preamble of the New Mexico
constitution is to be: "We, the peo-- '
pie of New Mexico, grateful to Divine
Providence for the liberties we enjoy,
in order to form a perfect and sub- stantial government and promote the
general welfare, do ordain and es- tablish this constitution of the state
of New Mexico."

SIZES

0. 0. SrlAWGO, Propietor

Red

132

PRETTY GOOD LOOKING
TURNOUT

East Side
Plaza.

THE PRESCRIPTION

you'll admit when we send
to you. .. Of course it is.

CLERK

it around must

know his business
thoroughly
when putting up a prescription.

RIGS
HIRING FIRST-CLASA COMPETENT
PHARMACIST
Is a feature of our livery service.
So if you want a carriage and team. puts up our prescriptions.
that you can travel in classy com- - fcThe ingredients are full strength,
pany with, send here and engage Uregn and of tne De8t standard
taem.
makes. In case of sickness you make
r-- !no
take in having your prescrip- '
4 RISING
P by U8.
810 San Francisco 8t 'Phone 139 Re.
S

j

f ILIMS

r;

. Pt

THE CAPITAL
GAGF, BROS, and other
SMART MILLENARY

NEW PALL GOODS

RFf

P
E1J

Also Laces. Silk Shirt Waists and
Ribbons. Buttons, Novelties
COME IN AND 8KB

LA MODA MILLENERY
Catron Block

'

East Side Plaza

HARMAC

Successors to

Stripling-Burrow- s

If you want anything on
New Mexican Want Ad.

and

Y
& Co.

try

Paso and Southwestern railroad, and
former member of the legislature, arA Santa Fean who believes in framrived in the city yesterday and is stophis home in flowers is Druggist
ing
His
home
Palace.
is
at
at
the
ping
A. J. Fischer. He has purchased a
Alamogordo.
Jarge quantity of bulbs in New York
"Senator Elkins, of West Virginia', and has
laid out a bed rectangular in
is the most fluent Spanish scholar in form and
by spring he expects to see
the Senate." In his younger days he the beauties of the rainbow.
Mr.
was a United States district attorney Fischer has arranged the
tulips, nasin New Mexico, and at that time Span- turtiums, hyacinths ana other flowers
ish was the official language of the with an eye to blending color, mapcourts." Philadelphia Record.
ping out the exact location of each
"Otto J. Eyles and wife, of Santa row of flowers with architectural niceFe, Were arrivals on Tuesday night's ty. Now he awaits kind nature to do
train. Mr. Eyles, we understand, is her; part, trusting to the carefulness
here to dispose of a carload of pianos in the selection of the bulbs by a great
which he shipped in. Mrs. Eyles was New York florist.
This flower bed will be in full view
formerly Miss Mae Fulcher of this
place and will enjoy a number of visits of those who pass along Washington
with old friends and acquaintances avenue where Mr. Fischer's home is
while here." Farmlngton Enterprise. located and will doubtless prove an
incentive to others to beauty their
DELEGATES WILL EAT
yards.
FOOD OF THE GODS.
Mr. Fischer daily sets an example
of beautifying his store for It is a
C. L. Pollard Sends to Capital Some rare
day indeed that he does not have
Beautiful Specimens of Fruit
great masses of flowers around the
Which Would Tempt Eve.
He now has yellow
soda fountain.
chrysanthemums, cosmos, blue sweet
The apple, in Scandinavian mythol- peas, red giant poppies and dahlias,
ogy, food for the gods, and in Greek of richest colors. "By George, Mr.
mythology, the symbol of love, will Fischer, you have a flower to match
form a part of the diet of the constitu- the color of each syrup in the fountion writers of New Mexico.
tain," exclaimed a traveling man, who
This was ascertained today when C. viewed the display this morning.

j

try

14 YEARS
HATS AND CAPS FOR BOTH BoYS
AND GIRLS IN ALL THE LATEST
PRICES TO
STYLES AND COLORS,
SUIT EVERYBODY.
THE ABOVE ARE ABSOLUTELY NEW
2 TO

Fresh

Baltimore Oysters

6S!"IHIT

W

A SMALL SUPPLY OF

,

New York Concord Grapes

Everything Obtainable

in

Yeplsh'es

Staple and Fancy Groceries
to supply your every need
ITS ANYTHING

TO EAT

ND

Telephone Red 15 tni bave
your orders delivered

SOFT DRINKS

Ifee following are suggested to the thirsty as something
cool and inviting
GINGER ALE, WILD CHERRY, LEMON SODA, IRON BREW,
ROOT BEER, KLONDIKE FIZZ, COCO COLA,
TABLE MINERAL WATERS.

SANTA FE BOTTLING
All drinks made from filtered water.

WORKS.

HENRY KRICK. Proorletor

CAU US UP

YzuxxzzxxTtx:

CLARENDON
GARDEN

H. S. KAUNE

R V.BOYLK

& COMPANY

PHON E 2

CLSRE&D0H

Mgr.

POULTRY

RIPE FRUIT NOW

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL
DESIGNS.

YARDS

FRESH LAID EGGS every dny
Rocks
and
White A'yandottea. t'uickeiit
bred
barred
fure
Plymouth
srn yarded In tbe orchard under the trees and fed on clean wholesome food
of
serma
nor
No
Tuberculosis
Ptomaine
chance
poisojilnu,
only.
A FEW FAT HENS FUR EATING.

H

mm

electric ervice

Santa Fe Water

To TREAT OUR
PATRONS IN SUCH MANNER AS
TO MERIT THEIR PATRONAGE,
WE ENDEAVOR

California Grapes

ir

BE

W. N. T0WNSEND & CO.

California Tomatoes

Fresh Fruits

To

UP-TO-D-

SEEN.

FOR CANNING
Get Them Quick

ae Agents &
;,

AND THE MOST

QUINCES

WIRE UP THOSE DARKPLACES

;

D

EVERY THURSDAY

-

24 Hour

'

$14.00

VALUES IN AUTHENTIC
STYLES IN MANY FAVORED FABRICS
AND THE NEWEST COLORINGS OF
THE SEASON IN MISSES CLOAKS
RANGING IN PRICE FROM $2.25 To
$9,00 FOR THE LITTLE MISSES, AGE

1

Phone

14,'

SPLENDID

j

i

I: you are In need of anything,
a New Mexican Want Ad.

6 TO

PRICES FROM $1.50 TO

-

-

OUS

n

Millinery Thats New

Light Company

DAY

and

WIIH1T
Operation

"I

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, S.

age six.

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 18, 1910.

M.

.trills at tho
Evcry woman 's .
counties ot tne state must eacn iur- - the injury or death. And every corcooing and prat' ling of a baby, and
nish as signers of said petition eight poration, person or firm, engaged in
motherhood is her highest and purest
per cent of the legal voters in such' the busines enterprises specified in
joy. Tet the suffering incident to
section 1 hereof in this State shall be
county.
this great consummation of her life's
The Legislative
Assembly shall, liable under this section for the acts
desire, robs the anticipation of some
or
law
no
have
to
of
his
or
refer
any
its receivers.
power
LOBBYING
of its sweetness. Most of this can
FILE NO. 23.
proposed law to the people.
be avoided by the use of Mother's
The veto power of the Governor
in Reference to incorporations.
Friend. This great remedy prepares the expectant mother's system for the comshall not extend to measures referred
Introduced by Delegate C. C. Dav- ing event, and iis nse makes her comfortable during all the term. Mother's
A Proposition Introduced by to the people by initiative or refer- idson from Quay County.
Friend assists nature in gradually expanding all tissues, muscles and tendons, it
endum petitions, but nothing herein
Referred to Committee on Corpora-- strengthens the ligaments, keens the breasts in good condition, and brings the
MEXICO.
GENERAL OFFICES-RAT- ON
Stover of
woman to the crisis in healthful physical condition. Tne regular use oi
contained shall be construed to divest tions.
Mother's Friend lessens the pain
the courts of the authority to pass
Albuquerque
Corporations.
assures a
In effect Sept, 1st 1910
(Read Up)
(Read l)own
Section 1. The legislature shall when baby comes, and
upon the constitutionality of said
and natural recovery for the
20 j
STATIONS
1
laws whether they be measures of the provide for the organization of cor- quick
19
Miles
mother. For sale at drug stores.
"I
'S SUFFRAGE CLAUSE Legislative Assembly or of the initia- porations by general law. All laws
Write for free book for expectant
a lit
al4 CO
r.v. Des Moines, N. M ..Ari
0
te
7 31)
to
tive and referendum.
corporations may
relating
mothers.
3J50
4
Kuinaluo
7 40
All elections on measures referred tered, amended or repealed by the BRADFIELD BECTJLATOE
I led man
3 30
11
16
CO.,
3 15
20
Iti
be had legislature at any time when necesOapultn
Question to Be Voted on at First to. the people of the State shall
S :15
3 05
20
Vigil
Atlanta, Ga.
for
election
and
the
for
general
at
next
the
good
S 50
45
public
sary
general
2
2i
regular
Thompson
State Election After
2 25
a w
31
Cunningham
State officers or members of Congress. welfare, and all corporations doing
1 55
42
..Ollfton House N. M
9.35
1925.
T.v1
I 30
49
'Ar ... Raton, X. M
Any measure referred to the people business in this State may as to such
in on
to the distance such road
v
shall still be in full force and effect business be regulated, limited or re- proportion
Ar 10 15
Katun, N.M
2 SO
run
any such county,
through
may
49
N
9
House
M.
...Olifton
2 47
unless such petition be signed by strained by law not in conflict with
FILE NO. 23.
9 32
48
SPreston
among the several counties through
3 07
of
States.
of
voters
United
the
of
the
the
Constitution
cent
legal
twenty per
56
Koehler Junction
? 55
345
Relative to Lobbying.
which the road passes, as a part of
Palace.
whole number of
Sec. 2. All powers and franchises
9 05"
2
.Koehler..
Introduced by E. S. Stover, Dele- a majority of the
assets.
their
the
from
which
are
derived
in
of corporations
State
the
8 20
of
G. H. Hamilton, Los Angeles; John
Counties
the
I'iOolfax
68
4 15
gate from Bernalillo County.
8 02
FILE NO. 30.
76
Oerrososo
4 43
cause the law shall be inoperative un- people and are granted by their agent,
Franklin, W. A. Hawkins, El Paso;
7 45
82
Lv
Cimarron
5 00
Lr..
Referred to the Committee on Leg' til such time as it shall be passed up the government, for the public good Creating a Civil Service Commissioner J5.
6 35
Ar a m
M. Hanson, Dawson; W. L. Bishop,
Lv..
Cimarron
5 10
D.
27
6
l"i
Tittmann.
Nash
Introduced by Edward
islative Department.
5 18
on at an election and the result has and general welfare, and the right
Nellie C. Brewer, AlbuquerArtesia;
6 17
Harlan
5 2S
Referred to Committee on Legisla- que; D. D.
If any person elected to either been determined and declared as pro- and duty of the State to control and
6 00
94
...Ute Park, N. M...LV
5 45
Darling, Fort Worth, Tex.;
I"
pm
p in
House of the Legislative Assembly vided by law.
L. Page,
S. Neustadt, Los Lunas;
regulate them for these purposes is tive Department.
his
to
shall offer or promise
Civil Service Commissioner.
give
The whole number of votes cast for hereby declared. The power, rights
Kansas Citv: Samuel Eldodt. Chami- iti!H ao l).ilf.x with K. P.5& 8. VV. Ry, train both North andfSouth.
vote or influence, in favor of, or Governor at the regular election last and privileges of any and all corpor
Section 1. There Is hereby estab- ta; H L Waldo, Las Vegas; E. W.
Wtase 'or Van Honten N, M, meets trains at Preston N.lM.
against any measures or proposition preceding the filing of any petition for ations may be forfeited by wilful neg lished the office of Civil Service Com- bright, Trinidad: W. G. Haydon, M.
Stage loavja Ute Park. M, VI.. for KU.nliottitown, N. M., at 9;00 a.m. dallyjexcept
introduced
ue
the
elected
powbe
to
to
who
be
is
shall
thereof.
or
The
by
or
lect
abuse
referendum
police
or
the initiative
missioner,
proposed
pending
Romero, East Las Vegas; W. M. Ma- si.w omi vv $3.50 round trip; flftylpound .basruaie carried free.
Sn Uay-iiat ll;ll p. in. .'arrives rromjtlie into the legislative assembly, in con- the basis on which the number of the er of the State is supreme over all people and who shall hold office for a thison, New York; J. A. Marks, J.
r i, V, ft t!iv'.
S trilil'!'" I''1 M
O.
sideration, or upon conditions, that legal voters necessary to sign such corporations as well as Individuals.
period of four years.
South at 4;S8 a. m.
Finland, Denver; M. M. Greenbaum,
Sec. 3. All existing charters, franany other person elected to the same petition shall be counted. Petitions
Sec. 2. The Civil Service shall em Chicago; J. A. Eaton, Las Vegas.
M. WILLIAMS,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
DEOMAN,
legislative assembly will give, or will and orders for the initiative and refer- chises, special or exclusive privileges brace all offices in the state service
Claire.
G. P. Agent,
V. P. & G. M.,
'luseiintendent,
promise or. assent to give, his vote or endum shall be filed with the Secre- under which an actual and bona fide which shall carry a salary at a rate
J.
J.
Albuquerque; W. M.
Aragon,
taken
not
have
or
of
in
favor
influence
against any tary of the State, who shall submit organization shall
equalling one thousand dollars a year Connell, Los Lunas; B. S. Phillips,
formwhich
other measure or proposition, pending the same to the people, and in sub place for the purpose for
or more whenever for the performA. Garcia, Conejos, Colo.;
or proposed to be introduced into mitting the same to the people he ed and which shall not have been ance of the duties of such offices there Buckman; J.
Silviano Roibal, Chamita; Sibero Losuch legislative assembly, the person and all other officers shall be guid maintained in good faith to the time will be required special skill or spepez, Las Vegas; M. F. Jimenez, Casa
making such offer or promise shall be ed by the general laws so far as ap of the adoption of this constitution cial training.
B
Grande; Charles A. Biggs, Denver;
.
bribno
esof
have
deemed guilty of solicitation
validity.
shall thereafter
plicable Until legislation shall be
Sec. 3. The salary of the Civil John P. Begley, Moriarty; J. M. Watenacted
Sec. 4. No law shall be
ery. If any member of the legislative pecially provided therefor.
Service Commissioner and of all em- son, Denver; M. C. Ortiz, AlbuquerNo law passed by the Legislature liTiting the amount of damages to
assembly shall give his vote or inin his office shall be fixed by que; John E. Griffith, Socorro; G.
fluence for or against any measure or shall go into effect until ninety days be recovered for causing the injury ployes
the legislature from time to time.
Raton.
contract
to
ot
of
or
or
death
Any
the
proposed
have elapsed after
any person.
proposition, pending
adjournment
Sec. 4. The Civil Service Commis
waivasGregg.
with
be introduced into such legislative
any employe
From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
the Legislature except general appro or agreement
sioner shall hold examinations as of
Kansas City; J. J.
Jones,
for
to
George
to
recover
or
assent
or
laws.
damages
offer,
and
any
ing
right
emergency
promise
sembly,
priation
Douglas, and all Points in New
Porter. Denver; Frank Jackson, Todo so upon condition that any other
it shall be necessary for the im causing tne deatn or injury ot any
it
ten as may be necessary to fill the peka; F. L. Schnabel, Albuquerque.
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
member will give, promise or assent mediate preservation of the public employe shall be void.
the
Coronado.
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
Sec. 5. No corporation organized offices which shall be embraced by
to give his vote or influence in favor peace, health or safety that a measure
such
issue
shall
he
and
civil
service
S. M. Tamlyn, Buckman;
George
TerriMexico
New
measure
of
of or against any other such
become effective without delay, such under the laws
CENTRAL to Torrance,
be neces- g Hulett, Moriarty.
or proposition pending or proposed to necessity shall be stated in one sec- tory or any other jurisdiction than rules and regulations as may
be introduced into such legislative tion, and if passed by each House by this State shall be permitted to trans- sary.
Sec. 5. Offices that now are or here- COLORADO LEGISLATURE
s
vote it shall become a act business in this State until it
assembly, or in consideration that any a
after
may be created by this constituPASSES DIRECT PRIMARY.
or
Constitution
vote
the
his
have
other member hath given
law at once upon the same being ap shall
accepted
constitutional amendment, or
tion,
by
or
filed
such acceptance
this State and
influence for or against any other proved by the Governor or passed
which
Denver, Colo., Oct. 18. Both houses
laws in accordance with the laws thereof. by legislative enactment, and
measure of proposition in such legis- over his veto. All emergency
Sec. 6. No corporation shall have offices shall fall under the provisions of the Colorado legislature passed the
lative assembly,, he shall be deemed shall continue in effect until voted on
be filled by ap- direct primary bill as amended in comAnd any person, by the people.
power to engage in more than one of this article shall
guilty of bribery.
whose names mittee and the bill now goes to the
of
persons
busipointment
of
or
or
ereneral
line
member of the legislative assembly
department
Any measure initiated by the people
which line of business shall be appear on the civil service list, and governor for his signature. The bill
who shall be or referred to the
elected
ss,
thereto,
person
as
herein
people
For Rates and full information address
of no others, and such appointments carries a modified convention or "asguilty of either such offenses, shall provided shall 'take effect and become distinctly specified in its charter of
shall be made according to the rules, sembly" clause; all candidates in the
iii
be expelled and shall not thereafter a law
thirty days after the canvass of corporation.
Sec. 7. All corporations engaged in and statutes which may be hereafter "assembly" receiving ten per cent ot
be eligible to the legislative assem- the vote at which it is approved.
commisthe vote to have their names go on
the transportation of persons, proper- provided or enacted by this
A.
bly, and, on the conviction thereof
Any measure rejected by the people ty, mineral oils, and mineral products, sioner or by the legislature.
the ticket. Preference of position on
be liable to
shall
civil
in
the
courts,
El Paso Texas.
of the initiative news or
Sec. 6. No employe within the the primary ballot will be given ac- railsuch other penalty as may be pre- through the powers
including
intelligence,
and referendum cannot be again pro- roads, telegraphs, express companies, civil service shall be dismissed except COrding to the strength of the candi-fo- r
scribed by law.
posed by the initiative within three pipe lines and telephones, are deinefficiency, wilful disobedience or Qate shown in the "assembly" ballot.
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FILE
to perform the duties of his The right of nomination by petition,
years.
inability
common
to
carriers.
be
clared
Relative to Suffrage.
ta the senate
The enabling clause of every law
Sec. 8.. There shall be no consolida office, and then only after a public however, is recognized.
Introduced by E. S. Stover, Deleoriginated by the initiative shall be tion or combination of corporations hearing at which such employe shall the vote was strictly partisan, all
gate from Bernalillo County.
the right to be represented bypubiicans voting against it. In the
of any kinds whatever to prevent com
Referred to Committee on Elective as follows:
to call witnesses, and to of- house three Republicans and two Dem
of
the
counsel,
"Be
it
enacted
by
people
influence
or
proto
control
Franchises.
petition,
and such public hear ocrats voted nay.
fer
Mexico."
New
in
or
testimony,
any,
ductions or prices thereof,
At the First State Eleo
Section.
FILE NO. 26.
other manner to interfere with the ings shall be conducted by the Civil
tion, following the year, 1925, there
Service Commissioner.
Good results always follow the use
shall be submitted to the vote of the With Reference to Mine Inspector.
public good and general welfare.
FILE NO. 31.
Introduced by C. C. Davidson of
of
Foley Kidney Pills. They contain
exor
car
entire people, male and female, over
9.
Sec.
Every railroad,
of Mines. just the ingitedBentis necessary to
the age of twenty-on- e
years, the prop- Quay County.
shall each respective Creating a Commissioner
company,
press
Introduced by Edward D. Tittmann. tone, strengthen and regulate the
Referred to Committee on Mines ly receive and transport without de
osition to admit women to the right
Referred to Committee on Mines and kidneys and bladder, and to cure
and Mining.
of suffrage.
lay or discrimination each other's
Mine
Mining.
backache. Sold by The Capital
Chief
Inspector.
shall
The
Section
and
or
loaded
legislature
empty, tonnage,
cars,
'
Mines and Mining.
Sec. 1. The office of chief inspec passengers, under such rules and rehave power to enforce this article by
1
estab-1. There is hereby
Section
is hereby
oil
and
of
tor
gas,
mines,
appropriate legislation.
gulations as may be prescribed by
created, and the incumbent of said law or any commission created by lished a department of mines and min-1
FILE NO. 25.
which shall be in charge of a com-chief
as
the
be
known
office shall
this constitution or by act of legisla- ing
to be elected by the people
ofmissioner
With Reference to the Initiative and mine inspector. The term of said
ture, for that purpose.
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regular
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Referendum.
Sec. 10. All telephone and tele- for four years, provided that no one
unto
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elected
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shall
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M.
Introduced by C. R. Brice H.
IN OONNKOTION WITH
for hire, shall shall be eligible to this office unless
less he shall have had eight years' graph lines, operated
Dougherty.
and trans- he shall have secured a
receive
each
respectively,
as
Automobile Line
min
a
degree
practical
Received April 12, 1910. Referred actual experience as
as mit each other's messages without de- mining engineer at the Socorro School
er, and such other qualifications
to Committee on Legislative
or discrimination, and make phys of Mines.
REDUCED ROUND ,
may be prescribed by the legislature. lay connections
with each other's
ical
TRIP RATES
2. The Commissioner of Mines
Sec.
shall
mine
chief
The
per
inspector
The legislative authority of the
lines, under such rules and regulatime
State shall be vested in a Legislative form the duties, take the oath, and tions as shall be prescribed by law, or shall make appointments from
to time to such subordinate offices as
the
TICKETS AND RESERVATIONS AT
Assembly, consisting of a Senate and execute the bond prescribed by
by any commission created by this may be authorized by the legislature.
CITY OFFICE IN
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NEW MEXICAN BLDG.
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, of this Constitution, and except Rights.
of
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Legislative
New Mexico Central Railroad at TorRETURN LIMIT
Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad.
laws necessary for the immediate master, is abrogated as to every em- without having an agent or agents any evasion of such regulations or of
Leave Vaughn at 8:30 a. m., arrive rance for Santa Fe, N. M., by comploye of every railroad company, and within each county through which this section.
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of
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peace,
public
preservation
in Roswell at 3:30 p. m.
Sec. 5. There is hereby granted to
municating with Manager of the Ros- health or safety, and except as to every street railway company or
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at
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arrive well Auto Co., at Roswell,
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in Vaugban at 6 p. m.
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DAYLIGHT TRAINS
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the political subdivisions of the State State; and to every employe of any or association, organized for the pur of such employe's employment may,
or Counties, or the creation of new other person, firm or corporation en pose, shall have the right to construct be, as a constitutional right a lien
gaged in any like hazardous business and operate a railroad between any to the extent of whatever wages may
Counties.
The first power reserved by the in this State; and every such employe points within this State and to con be due him on the property, real or
of the employer, and such
people is the "initiative", and twelve shall have the same right to recover nect at the state line with the rail personal,
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Denver and Rio Grande
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Sec. 2. And in any action brought
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Taxation
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For
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jured
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tion.
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Mid Revenue.
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New Mexico Central.
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Section 1. All property of railroad
order. State
full must accompany
votes shall thereby become the
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(Continued on Page Seven.)
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Foods.
ed as to prevent the holder thereof yOU claim for it, and more," writes Mrs.
plies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
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FOR SALE 4 little houses corner and rented. Standard makes handled.
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Pertaining to the Liability of Fellow irom vonng more man once ai aiij M E Railj of this pIace
The person who buys a nickel's his blushing bride clutching jealous- Manhattan avenue and Garcia street All repair work and ypewriters guarServants.
election.
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Introduced by T. J. Mabry.
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The Common Law doctrine of tne
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SALE Handsome
quarter
Introduced By Ed. F. Saxon.
so far as it affects the
"My daughter, when changing into he has contributed to an industry that made in Paris, or even New York.
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to
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The peregrinating man with the desirous of a permanent and pleasant vice, spacious and in Al condition.
liability
his servant, resulting from acts or Referred to Committee on Counties gave her Cardui and now she enjoys which placed on the market In va- picture taking machine marked them home with nothing to do but the Cost $100 will sell for $0. Also have
sum
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forms
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omissions of any other
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as legitimate prey.
good health.
cooking. Wages $7 per week. In re- one substantial desk in splendid conBut it is a fact!
servants of the common master, is
"Cardui is worth its weight in gold. 1 of $3t,000,000.
"Come along," he shouted to the plying state for whom you have last dition for lower price. Inquire New
Section 1. No county now estab-- !
This little seductive nut a resolu- newlyweds, "be a sport.
Get your been cooking, the length of time you Mexican.
hereby abrogated as regards every lished shall be reduced to an area of recommend it for young and old."
tion to "eat just one" is soon forgot-te- picture taken to take back to the
of harm-nemployee of every railroad company, less than six hundred square miles,
exclusively
Being
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whose birthplace is America, country. Only a dime. I'll take you
street railway or Inter-urbarailway
to less than five thousand inhabi- - less vegetable ingredients, with a mild
was, until comparatively recently, un- In any position."
company, and of every person, firm or tants; provided that this section will
Cardui
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action,
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The pair halted. He wanted his
corporation engaged in mining in this not change any county that may al the best medicine for weak, sick girls appreciated either as to the "money
In them," or as a really nutritious
photograph taken. She didn't. The
state; and every such employee shall ready be formed with a less area; and and women.
product. Today the peanut plays an peregrinating photographer knew his
have the same right to recover for ev- a less number of inhabitants.
It has no harsh, powerful,
He wasted no time on the
important part in pleasure, from the business.
ery injury suffered by him for the acts
Sec. 2. No part of a county shall
action, like some of the strong swell dinner party to the
awain.
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or omissions of any other employee or be taken off to form a new county, or
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Master a
employees of the Common
part thereof, without the consent of
picnic. After all, what is a ball game, dlshments of his art. "Come along,"
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maCardui.
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By far the largest part of the crop ful.
duty; and when death, counties no lines thereof shall run nooga
e
book. "Home Treatment
Instructions,
is consumed from the peanut stand, to your grandchildren to admire." The
whether instantaneous or not, results within ten miles of the county seat of lor Women, scat in plain wrapper, on requesl
the little whistle-sigof the roaster bride blushed deeper.
to such employe from any injury from the county proposed to be divided.
for the average
The swain had straightened his
being the signal
which he could have recovered under
4.
No county seat shall be es ("WHAT ARE YOU MOST
Sec.
youngster to suggest to dad or ma
tie, bought already tied. He
the above provisions had not death oc- tablished or changed without the con
APT TO DIE FROM." that some of them would be very ac- was ready for the ordeal.
But the
curred, then his legal or personal rep- sent of the majority of the qualified
San Antonio. Texas, Oct. IS. The ceptable, and the paternal or maternal bride hung coyly back. Finally she
resentative, surviving consort or rela voters of the county to be affected by
cigars than they can get right here
out summoned courage and slipping her
tives or any trustee, curator, commit- such change, nor until the place at Texas state board of health has issued parent's willingness nine times milin Santa Fe.
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pany, inter-urbaFILE NO. 39.
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figures when perhaps
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old folk and
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most
of the balance from Tennespunish fraud,
municipalities and districts may pro and preserve the purity of the ballot.
"What Is commonly called the larg- see, Georgia, West Virginia and the experience. "Then that is your mosvide for the time and manner of exest organ of the body, namely, the Carolinas, although most of the south- quito. You may have another this
FILE NO. 40.
ercising the said powers as to their
also has the feest records for ern states contribute some. As the year. If you should have you would
Manner of Depositing Ballots.
liver,
Not more than
local legislation.
Introduced by Benjamin F. Pankey. honest and faithful service. The death peanut industry has increased so has be rebbtng some other fellow, who
twenty-fivper cent of the legal votReferred to Committee on Elective of men and women from direct liver the use of all nuts grown mightily as then would not have any and who
maintain that there are
would
ers shall be required to propose any Franchise.
disease are comparatively very rare. an article of food during the last none instoutly fair
measure by the initiative and not more
your
city. There are sevdecade, and the entire family now
affected
the
until
seldom
is
And
it
eral millions of you. Now, several
than fifteen per cent of the legal vota
forms
most
of
the
in
Each
and
important
well
every
part
voting
meridian of life is
past."
ers may be required to order the ref- the State shall provide on precinct
diet of the physical culturist and vege- millions of mosquitoes or flies would
the day of
make a big showing in a small town.
tarian.
erendum, in said municipalities and election a suitable booth constructed
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
citizen would have all he could
Every
districts.
of canvas or other suitable material
THAT IS A LIVE WIRE,
possibly use, but spread out over New
FILE NO. 36.
and placed adjoining the window of
Bird's Barbed Wire Fences.
York they don't make much of a
For the Regulation of Liquor Traffic the polling place, from which each
There may be setn along the road- show."
Will Build itself a Quarter Million Dol
By Counties.
his
voter, unattended, shall deposit
sides in Central America a brown
lar Home Spends $50,000
ballot in privacy and have protection
wren about the size of a canary which
for
Introduced by Ed. F. Saxon.
Advertising.
from inclement weather
Childish Sayings.
builds a nest out of all proportion to
Counties
on
to
Committee
Referred
Each booth shall be provided with
From Boston comes the tale of
its
needs.
It
a
apparent
selects
small
A
18.
San Antonio, Texas, Oct.
and Municipalities.
the various ballots to be voted on.
tree with horizontal branches growing some children whose tender mother
Each county in the state may deHowever, this act does not prohibit quarter of million dollar uome for the close together. Across two of Its had promised them a bedtime story, a
termine as to the sale of intoxicating ballots from being distributed or pre- Chamber of Commerce, the Publicity branches it
In abeyance by the inlays sticks fastened to- promise held
liquors within the county, and for this pared from the outside.
League and various other civic and gether with tough fiber, until a plat- opportune appearance of visitors. Appurpose at each general election to
business organizations of the city has form about six feet
FILE NO. 41.
for drinks of water and even for
long by two feet peals
be held for county, district and state With Reference to the Political Rights been decided upon by the directors of wide has
a chance to say certain forgotten
been
On
constructed.
the
officers. That in addition to the names
of Citizens of the State of New the Chamber of Commerce.
end of this platform nearest the tree prayers proving futile, the eldest boy,
of the candidates for the said offices,
Mexico.
In order to finance the building the trunk It then builds a huge
aged seven, played his trump card In
there shall be printed on each ballot,
Introduced by Mr. Navarro.
of Commerce will be con
Chamber
a foot or so high with a final effort to lure the dear mother
rest
after the names of the said candidates
Referred to Committee on Bill of verted into an incorporated stock com thick sides of interwoven thorns. A upstairs.
the words "For License."
"1 guess you'd better come up for a
Rights.
is then made
pany. It has been decided to issue covered passageway
"Against License"
No law shall be passed denying to one share of stock for each $5 in mem from the nest to the end of the plat- minute or two if you can, momsie,"
If the majority of the votes cast on any pitizen of the State any civil or
dues paid during the current form In as crooked a manner as pos- he pleaded over the bannisters In a
said question in any county, be for political right or privilege, or the bership
nose Is
the incorporation to be made for sible. Across the outer end, as well shrill whisper, "for the baby's
license, the proper authorities may is- right of suffrage, the right to serve year,
as at short intervals along the Inside coming awfully unwlped."
As
financ
the
stock.
$10,000
incapital
to
sell
sue license to applicants,
upon juries or the right to hold office,
"Mother," sighed young Michael,
It is the intention to of this tunnel, are placed cunning
toxicating liquors within said county, on account of inability to speak, read ing proceeds
of thorns with just space weary little mainstay of that mother
amend the charter from time to time little fences
utitii the next general election; but or write the English language.
for the owners
to pass in the matter of caring for the already
so as to increase the capital stock to enough
if the majority of the votes cast on
On going out this opening generous quota of household blessthrough.
for
the
amount
the
this
license
pur is closed by the owner
necessary
said question be against
FOR MORE THAN THREE DECADES
by placing ings, "1 don't want to seem mean
erection thorns across
shall prohibit such sale during said
and Tar has been a chase of the property and the
the, gateway and thus when you're just getting over such a
Foley's
Honey
time. Provided, the sale of Intoxi household favorite for coughs, colds of the building.
the safety of the eggs or young is
bad headache, but I don't think you
cants is hereby prohibited except and ailments of the throat, chest and
It has been practically decided to
to have let the doctor play it off
ought
within incorporated cities, towns and lungs. Contains no opiates. Sold by purchase for $80,000 the Twohig prop
on us like this, even if we do owe
villages.
erty on St. Mary's street adjoining the
him money. We've got plenty of chilThe Capital Pharmacy.
Selfishness Prevailed.
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without even one more
river, tt has a frontage of 82 feet on
Sweet little Frances and her mother dren, anyway,
In Reference to the Qualifications of
St. Mary's street and is 250 feet deep.
and 1 do think you needn't have
baby,
20 YEARS AGO TODAY The building will be 10 to 12 stories long have had an understanding that, taken two."
Voters.
father being the
member
Introduced by Ed. F. Saxon.
From the New Mexican of this daU
high and of a dignity commensurate of the loving trio,completing
he shall never be
1890.
Referred to Committee on Elective
of
the
the
interests
business
with
left alone upon the comparatively few
"Dog Days."
Franchise.
largest city In Texas. The chamber
The first of the Canicular, or Dog
The young men of Santa Fe'will sets aside $50,000 each year for news- and rare occasions when business perEvery male citizen of the United
him
to share the delights of the Days, Is so called from the ancient
mits
States, or male person who has de- give another of their delightful sopretty suburban home. Not long custom of sacrificing a brown dog to
a cial hops at Gray's opera house on paper advertising.
clared his intention of becoming
since, however, a neighbor
invited appease the wrath of Sirius as soon as
citizen of the same, of the age of Tuesday evening
next. Invitations
ADVOCATES PENSION SYS
mother and child to go motoring with that star became visible to the naked
' twenty-onyears, who has resided in will be sent out today and those who
TEM FOR FEDERAL EMPLOYES. her; father was not included in the in- eye. Sirius was supposed to cause the
the state of New Mexico for twelve attend may be assured of a genuine
vitation for lack of room. The choice hot, sultry weather usually attendant
months, in the county six months, and good time.
of motoring, or staying behind with on Its appearance, and the ancients
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father was offered Frances, who pon- believed that on the first morning of
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Sharpe,
next preceding any election at
Denver and after a short stay here missary
dered in silence for some time.
Its rising the sea boiled, wine turned
he may propose to vote, except such will return there for business reasons, S. army, in his report recommends the
"Course, father's too dear for any- sour, dogs grew mad and that man bepersons as may for the commission of though he fears Denver's climate is retirement of faithful employees unX
some felony, be deprived of the right such that It will drive him back to der civil service In the army on pay. thing," she said, at last, "and we nev- came afflicted with burning fevers,
K,
to vote by law passed by the legisla- Santa Fe. He says: "I have traveled The question will be presented to the er do leave him alone on Saturday hysterics and frenzies. was
A
held during
But," with a wistful glance
At Argos a festival
ture, and who shall exhibit a poll tax all over Colorado, and I have to ad- next session of Congress. The general evenings.
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snorting
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ft
receipt or other evidence that he has mit there is not climate equal to that says: "I earnestly recommend the us to miss such a
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"from
dogs,"
ing
killing
thoughts
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ing taxes next preceding such election, as it does here. I came back here on the retirement, on some equitable the winds,
has to have a custom to kill every canine creature
shall be allowed to vote at any elec- - the advice of my physician.
In Den- plan of old and faithful superannuated first time!" "everything
that was met with.
ver I met many Invalids and I am sat- employees of the government for the
An Exploded Theory.
isfied that a large percentage of them reason that it would result In a markRIDDLES.
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A GOLDEN
"Children," said the Sunday school
could and would come to Santa Felf ed Improvement in the service."
teacher, "there Is one thing that I
they were acquainted with the facts
The general calls attention to the Ha could play with logarithms.
wish to especially Impress upon your
OPPORTUNITY
climate.
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from sick concerning this city's
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the police, returned today and
ued their meal.

MINOR CITY TOPICS

contin-- .

Snow Was to Blame Because of a
heavy snow storm in Colorado the.
Santa Fe train Xo. 3 was three hours
x-X X X
$ X $ X Xjlate, arriving at 1 i. m. instead of 10
X a. m. today. Train No. 10 was an hour
I
Oct. 18.
Colo.,
Denver,
The forecast is partly cloudy Vlate.
and cooler weather tonight Xj Suicide Near Hagerman Edward
with frost in the north portion. Vv. Kennedy, residing ou a rancn near;
CONCORD GKAPE:- Wednesday fair.
Hagerman, Chaves county, committed
FilESH 6")3. the basket.
V suicide Sunday night. He shot him-- ,
Change of Program at the Elks self after setting fire to his dwelling'
tonight. All subjects good ones,
and the body when recovered was
FRESH OYSTERS
Good Home Cooking at the Coffee charred wlth both
York Couuts
leg8 ,rned off. In!
Kitchen. Lincoln and Palace avenues. preparation for his death he had pre-V
LUNCH
OP
Please order in advance. Phone Black viously cut up the galvanized iron wa- ALL KINDS SAUSAGES etc,
152. I. M. Astler.
de-;
ter tank, burned his harness an
Board of Trade Meeting Tonightstroyed all other chattels about the
VARIETY OP FRESH
This evening at the Board of Trade j place A no(e was follIul lianed to the
FRUITS and VEGETABLES
meeting in the offices of the Santa Fe fence stated that "'no one was to be.
Water and Light Company a paper on blamed for his death: that the world
POULTRY
DRESSED
HOME
world-widequality of taxation will be read by was against him and he was tired of
AND SPRINGS.
Judge Richie. All are invited to at- - life."
tend.
an
A Nice Warm Place to Spend
Hone M. 4.
ARIZONA CONVENTION IS
hour or so is the Elks'. Steam heat,
DOWN TO WORK.
now on.
attenM. W. Travis is again calling
j
(Continued From Page One.)
tion to the great sacrifice sale going
on at the Spot Cash Store and suglow-graof reference, in which to consider and
powders are made from "phosphate alum," or "sodium alumigests many desirable things in his return
comwith
the
the
proposition
num sulphate," which is also alum, a mineral acid, and that makes the food unhealthful
display advertisement today, from mittee's report to the convention, with
which to select while the golden opintrothe proposition as originally
One pound of the imitation (25c.) powders contains five ounces of alum, a
portunity lasts. Read the ad.
amendcommittee
duced
and
the
DEL EGATES TO THE CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION
mineral poison.
Sells Property at Stanley Deeds
ments,
TO
THE CITY CORDIALLY
ALL
VISITORS
AND
have been filed in the probate clerk's
rule will prevent "pigeon hoi-- .
This
altim baking powders is found to contain portion of
Food baked
office showing two good real estate
INVITED TO MAKE
in the committee. The proposiing"
Daalem unchanged.
transfers in Stanley. William K.
tions shall then he placed on the calvis sold to O. H. Johnston a piece ot endar of "the committee of the whole.
continued use of alum made food impairs digestion, causing dyspepsia
land for $2,500 and another tract for Any proposition may be recommitted
$8,000, both near Stanley.
careful housewife when buying baking powder, will, examine the label and tak-- ,
to the same committee at any time be-- :
The
Feast of Tabernacles Today Is ob- fore the, final vote is taken thereon.
only a brand whose label shows the powder to be made from cream of tartar
served by the Jewish people as the When reported back by the commitTHEIR HEADQUARTERS,
Feast of Tabernacles. It is called in tee of the whole the report of the
Hebrew Succoth and falls upon the whole committee shall be considered,
15th of Tishri in the Hebrew calendar, and second if the proposition shall not
and lasts eight days. The eight day Is be amended, the question will be
You will find everything there for your comfort
called "The Day of Solemn Assembly." whether it shall have a third reading,
Lard Jan. 10.62
May 10.07
president and all the members of the Mrs. Mary W. Barnes, corresponding
Show at 8 o'clock and Prices 10 and or if these amendments be engraved convention.
LIVESTOCK.
secretary of the Woman's Christian
v
'
The best place and have a third reading.
15 cents at the Elks'.
Kansas City, Oct 18. Cattle ReConstitutional provisions designed Temperance Union, arrived from
in the city.
Propositions Ordered Engrossed.
and established prohi- ceipts 19,000. Market quiet. Native
to eliminate "wild-cat- "
today
corporations
ordered
A
engrossed and curb
proposition
Who Lost These Keys? In the possteers $57.25; Southern steers $3.75
irresponsible promoters who bition headquarters.
tal morgue you can find lots of things shall be referred to the committee on- take advantage of the present liberal
7.30; southern cows $2.756.25; naTh' these
THE REXAL STORE
THE REXAL STORE
days. The loser of a bunch of style, revision and compilation.
cows and heifers $2.756.25;
was
not
to
was
forenoon
tive
difficult
of
Arizona
this
laws
It
incorporations
within two
must
jkeys might do well to call at the post- - committee
"L
7l "rX I report
Z
proposed by Delegate Ellinwood at to- run into committee meetings at the- stockers and feeders $3.256; bulls
horouco cnma if thA keVR look
VX;
capitol. They were held in practic- $34.25; calves
$48; western
be day's session of the constitutional
the revised propositionV shall
as though they were very useful. The
Tf
As drafted the proposed con- - ally every office and on the stairways steers $3.506.50; western cows $2.75
vention.
.
tne
.
in full and the question
loser of a large pocket knife may also
and every delegate seemed full of Lar
j
have it by furnishing satisfactory de- action of the revised proposition
business up to his neck.
Market 5
Hogs
Receipts 8,000.
voted upon, when it shall be referred
scription.
of capital
on Executive De- to 10 higher. Bulk $8.809.10; heavy
The
committee
Prtlns
and
to
flocked
committee
oh
the
style
The
Overcoats Are Out
appearance again
PvtdeB a corporation tax
partment was in session until almost $S.508.95; packers and butchers
of frost has brought out the over- revision, and .by that committee be tlo
capitalization
midnight yesterday. It will complete $3.809.15; light $99.20.
coats were embodied in its proper place in the
Even
fur
coat
brigade.
MADE FOR. VS BY
Another section Is designed to
its preliminary report today. No maMarket
Sheep
Receipts 12,000.
seen this morning and some of them consti on.
vent foreign corporations from doing terial changes have been made. The steady. Muttons $3.504.50;
lambs
All
were much admired. Automobile veils
on
Must Report
Propositions.
more committee will report in favor of Gov
new
state
under
in
the
business
ST. LOUIS
$5.506.75; fed wethers and yearlings
bluish shades
the
the
are
rage,
deterto
again
be
domestic
a
At
reasonable
time,
than
conditions
favorable
eatherbird Welt Shoes
ernor, State Secretary, Auditor, Treasfed western ewes $3.504.
being most popular. All In all, it does mined by the convention at least concerns.
urer and Superintendent of Public In $4.5.25;
Oct. 18. Cattle Receipts
Chicago,
seem that winter has sounded its opfinal
commitadjournMembers of the judiciary
eight days before
struction to be elective. Liberal sala 7.000.
Market steady. Beeves $4.65
FOR
a
for
blast
siege.
long
ening
ment, the committee on style, revision tee an(j others were struggling with ries are recommended and a four year
steers $3.405.70;
Texas
7.90;
If You Get a Little Cold Walking and
compilation shall report to the tjje terms of judges and the governor, term, no officer to be permitted to western steers
stockers
$4.156.80;
Elks'
around tonight, drop into the
convention all propositions
adopted A majority of the members interview-an- stand for
although an ef and feeders $4.255.60; cows and heiftheater. It's nice and warm there.
r
submitted as the complete consti- - e(j favored a
term for the fort was made to exclude the super- ers
$2.256.40; calves $7.259.50;
Good pictures.
tution of Arizona, and the same shall governor and a four year term for intendent of public instruction from
Market
Sheep
Receipts 45,000.
secto
be ordered printed and acted on,
Heavy Frost Arrived According
iu(jees 0f the district or such other this rule. An effort to create th of- steady. Native $2.504.30;
western.
predictions of the weather men, Jack tion by section, by the committee of COurts as may be provided and.a..si fice of secretary of internal affairs to $2.754.45;
Frost again visited Santa Fe this the whole shall be acted upon by the year term for members of. the supreme have charge of mining, land, agricul lambs native yearlings $4.305.40;
western
$4.507.10;
morning and the mercury stood atten- convention section by section, and no COurt, consisting of three members, tural, horticultural and labor matters, $4.754.50.
m
34
as
visitor
tne
at
the
tion
distinguished
one j0 De elected every two years,
proposition shall be embodied
failed.
Everything for the Feet,
..
.
...
"passed by. The maximum was 53 de- constitution without it receives the
grees yesterday and the minimum was approval of an aye and nay vote ot
33 at 5:50 a. m. The relative humid- the majority of the members elected
SPARKS.
CONVENTION
ity at 6 a. m. yesterday was high, for to the convention.
92 per cent was registered while the
so
the
compilAfter
adopted,
St.
being
WOOL. MARKET.
Francisco
248 San
Shoe Specialist
minimum was 66, making the average ed constitution shall be referred to the
St. Louis, Oct. 18. Wool steady;
PHOTO STUDIO
79 per cent for the day. There was committee on
There will be a meeting of the legsty.le, revision and comterritory and western mediums 18
,a trace of rain. The day was some- pilation to be engrossed and the same islative committee at 2 p. m. tomor- - 23; fine mediums 1720; fine 1417. Will Be Open from this
what windy, too. Last night there was reported back to the convention at a row in tne benate cnamoer. All mem- GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
on every day. 1
a beautiful moonlight and those who date to be determined upon by the bers are requested to be present.
11., Oct. 18.
Wheat Dec.
Chicago,
rode
declared
that
in It,
walked or
Now is the time to make
convention at least two days before
93
May 1.00.
there Is no place like Santa Fe.
Adjutant General A. S.. Brookes an(l
final adjournment When reported,
HOLIDAY selections
48
Corn
46
Dec.
May
WHY
Burros Back Again Despite the the constitution shall be read in full Colonel E. C. Abbott jthis afternoon
j
WRITE for TESTIMONIALS of PROMINENT PEOPLE FREE BOOKLET and
34.
Oats
30
Dec.
May
on
the
committee
with
met
and see our new
Call
two
vote.
No
again
of
the and be submitted to a final
clubbing they received,
Pork Jan. 17.42
May 16.51
NATURE'S CREATION SAVES CONSUMPTIVES
Mounts
and Folders.
eight burros who visited the Santa amendments UDon such reading shall Military Affairs which organized, for
Ribs Jan. 9.75
May 9.15 9.17
Fe depot's lawn the other day and be permitted. After final passage the business yesterday atternoon.
E
P.
ALEXANDER,
Prop.
L. M. HOFFMAN, General Sales Agent, Albuquerque, N. M.
Mrs. S. C. Nutter, president and
caused Harvey Lutz to telephone for constitution shall be signed by the
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Quality goes in 6
before tlio brand
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Quality goes in
before the brand

Quality goei in
before the brand

There's a correct Hat here for every Face Head and Age
The Straw Hat Curfew has rung, and Fall Hats in the best of Stiff and Soft Models await your coming.
"
of Man that comes to us
.
v The
shape is absolutely correct. We
Our "Knox" is the Hat of all Stiff Hats for the money. Most of the Hats sold for more money, are no better, few are as good,
have all the different heights of crown and widths of brim, in order to fit all faces perfectly.
Then comes our soft Hats. These are soft Hat days surely! Soft Hats were never so p3pular as they are today! There are many new Fall shapes, that are in good
form. We ask your attention to the handsome new shapes we are showing. The Young Fellow can find a Ht here that's 'jut the ticket", whib a middlaged man can
find here his dignified and becoming style. Then, consider our Hat Service tor we sse that every neaa we nai is ncieo correctly, vuve us a cau.
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